Allegro in C Minor

G. F. Handel

Trombone

Allegro \( \frac{\text{b} - 80}{\text{b}} \) - 96

\[ \text{Trombone} \quad \text{G. F. Handel} \]
**Western International Band Clinic Audition**

**Chromatic Scale**

```
\( \text{\textcopyright} \) [Music notation of chromatic scale]
```

**Danny Boy**

```
\( \text{\textcopyright} \) [Music notation of Danny Boy]
```

**Old Irish Air**

```
\( \text{\textcopyright} \) [Music notation of Old Irish Air]
```

Trombone

**Slowly and Freely**

```
\( \text{\textcopyright} \) [Music notation of Danny Boy withSlower and rit.] for trombone
```

**a tempo**

```
\( \text{\textcopyright} \) [Music notation of Old Irish Air with a tempo and rit.]
```

**Slower**

```
\( \text{\textcopyright} \) [Music notation of Old Irish Air with a tempo and rit.]
```